
Benchmark title - Naked in Death by JD Robb (aka Nora Roberts)

A few people didn’t like it and couldn’t finish.Turned off by pedophilia aspect. Very dated. Two
red flags - antiquated take on consent, role that rape plays in characters. Didn’t age well.
Narrator on audiobook is not easy to listen to. Romance between Eve and Rourke was different
than other romances we’ve read. They’re attracted to each other but without much substance at
first. Not recommended for readers who like Red, White and Royal Blue but maybe for those
who like James Patterson.

70s rape fantasies
80s sexual politics and expected gender roles
90s more agency for women, still sexual politics; “the rules” and “men are from mars”
Sexual politics and rules of consent keep improving but still not perfect

Readalikes - Catherine Coulter

Second Titles
The Vanishing by Jane Ann Krentz
Didn’t like it but finished it. Chose it for supernatural element. Main character can see auras on
others. World-building wasn’t super clear and kind of assumed reader understood how people
like this function and how the supernatural powers work. Protagonist and friend witness a
murder in caves as teens. Years later, the friends work together as consultants to help people
figure out what to do in their relationships. Main character also gets flashes of future events.
Friend is kidnapped. MC meets a guy and instant attraction occurs because of their auras. Might
work for people who like conspiracy theories, espionage, paranormal crime fighters.

Shatter Me by Taheri Mafi
Sci fi thriller set in dystopian future in which the world has been destroyed by global warming.
No food, resources only for top 1%. The Reestablishment has taken over and redrawn county
and state lines. Book focuses on Juliette, who has been locked up most of her life because she
can’t touch or be touched; she sucks the life energy out of people. Not finished yet but really
good.YA book written sort of like a journal - lines are redacted so that what she really wants to
say is rewritten to fit what the Reestablishment would want her to say. For fans of Divergent,
Hunger Games, other YA dystopias. First in series of four. Gets steamy in later books, not too
much in the first one.

The Obsession by Nora Roberts
Liking it more than expected. 12yo who discovers father’s current serial victim, runs immediately
to police. Father is kind of a religious maniac serial killer rapist. Has cut mom off from family.
Mom falls apart when father goes to jail, and ends up committing suicide. The girl and her
brother arerasied by gay uncle in NYC brownstone. Sweep to current times - she is a
photographer who sells stock photos and buys a fancy place in the Pacific Northwest to fix up.
Contractor is main attraction and they sleep together really quickly.



Death is Not Enough by Karen Rose
Thomas is main character and kind of whiny. He has a very troubled past which comes back to
haunt him. He’s a defense attorney in Baltimore. Parallel stories - other protagonist is Gwen,
also with problematic past. Romance, bad guys, death. Liked dual stories. Strong female lead.
Interesting friend group. Power couples. Fast-paced. People aren’t who they seem. Killer's
methods are very bloody and gory. Some elements of horror.

A Madness of Sunshine by Nalini Singh
Takes place in New Zealand. Woman goes back to rural hometown after her husband dies.
Young beautiful girl that everyone loves disappears. The one police officer in town investigates
what turns out to be a murder. Killer is pretty obvious. Kind of Peyton Place or Twin Peaks story
exploring the town’s story more than identifying the murderer; strong sense of place, place is a
character. Main character does hook up with the cop but in a realistic way. She helps with
investigation which is kind of unrealistic but happens in so many stories. Romance isn't huge
part of story and moderate steaminess. Not fast-paced, also not super slow.

An Unseen Attraction by KJ Charles
SEt in Victorian London. Male-male romance. One is British Indian man who runs lodging house
and his romantic interest is a lodger who owns taxidermy shop next door. Very atmospheric,
London fog, Victorian street lamps, etc. Slow pace. Might appeal to fans of cozy mysteries too.

When No One is Watching by Alyssa Cole
Slow paced story of gentrification of Brooklyn neighborhood. Entire story takes place over the
rouces of just one week. A large corporation is moving into neighborhood, bringing white
residents into the area and displacing the Black residents. Romance is very small piece of the
story - one scene takes place about halfway through, probably written pretty explicitly but not
overly memorable for that. Last hour of audiobook was most interesting because pieces really
come together and pace picks up.


